
How To Fix/Replace A Trampoline Zipper?

A secure trampoline enclosure net is essential for preventing injuries, but sometimes
that net zipper can break or get stuck. When that trampoline zipper stops working
properly, it’s crucial to fix it right away. After all, an open zipper leaves a gaping hole for
risky tumbles.
So today, as a trampoline lover, I’ll provide a complete guide on how to fix a broken
trampoline zipper. With my simple, step-by-step instructions, you’ll get that net
enclosure zipper working good as new in no time!
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Why Fixing A Faulty Zipper Is So Important

The trampoline enclosure net creates a protective barrier that keeps jumpers contained
safely inside. It prevents people from falling off the edges onto hard ground. It also
stops unintended visitors like pets or wildlife from entering which could damage the
mat.
Most enclosure nets secure with a long zipper spanning from bottom to top. On many
nets, a zipper “lock” provides added safety by stopping the zipper from unzipping itself
during bouncing activity. Fixing any zipper or lock issues right away is crucial for
maintaining that essential level of security the net provides. Don’t delay – broken
zippers spell danger!
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Common Trampoline Zipper Problems

Before learning how to fix a faulty zipper, it’s helpful first to understand the most
common issues you may encounter:

Stuck Zipper

Like any zipper, trampoline zippers can get stuck or jammed due to:
● Fabric snags/tears
● Built-up dirt, dust, etc.
● General wear and tear

Broken Zipper Lock

Trampoline zipper locks provide secondary protection, keeping the zipper securely
closed during jumping. The lock itself may break due to:

● Constant openings/closings stressing the material
● Impact from jumpers hitting the net
● General weather damage

Damaged Zipper

With heavy activity and outdoor exposure, trampoline zippers themselves eventually
wear out and must be fully replaced if they become:

● Ripped or torn
● Separated from zipper tape
● Missing zipper slider/pull tab
● Severely rusted/corroded

So now, let’s explore how to fix each of these common trampoline zipper issues…

Fixing A Stuck Zipper

Dealing with a stuck trampoline zipper is typically an easy, quick fix:
Inspect Entire Length – Scan up and down checking for fabric snags or tears that

may snag the zipper teeth. Gently detach fabric if stuck in zipper.



Mark Problem Area – Note exactly where zipper is getting stuck. This helps target
repair efforts.

Try Tweezers – Use tweezers to gently pull trapped fabric out of jammed area. Be
extremely careful not to damage the net material further!

Use Pencil Trick – Insert graphite pencil tip into stuck part of zipper, rub back and
forth. Graphite powder acts as lubricant to loosen things up. A bar of soap, chapstick,
grease, or vaseline may also do the trick!

Wash Away Residue – Once unstuck, wash off any lubricant residue so zipper stays
clean and slides easily going forward.
With some basic troubleshooting steps, that stuck zipper should be moving smoothly
again. But zippers sometimes get stuck for seemingly no reason at all. In those cases,
it’s likely time for a full zipper replacement (more details later).

Fixing A Broken Zipper Lock

If your trampoline zipper itself seems fine, but the zipper lock broke, follow these
instructions to get your safety net enclosure properly secured again:

Purchase Supplies – Get a new metal hook, plastic clasp, or other zipper locking
mechanism plus nylon strapping, thread, and fabric. Amazon has tons of options!

Sew On Straps – Cut fabric into 4 same-sized patches. Sew one patch to a nylon
strap. Position patches inside and outside net on either side of zipper. Sew patches
together through existing net holes or make new holes as needed.

Attach New Lock – Secure new zipper lock onto sewn straps. Test repeatedly to
ensure it stays clamped with weight against it. Voila! Your zipper and added security are
restored.
Watch this video:

Replacing A Broken Zipper

If lubricating and cleaning don’t resurrect your trampoline zipper, it likely needs a full
replacement. Here are the steps:

Purchase New Zipper – Get a heavy duty plastic zipper sized similarly to your
existing one. Popular brands like YaHoGa, Leekayer, and Meillia work great. Include
matching zipper slider/pull tab.

https://amzn.to/3QWikK1
https://amzn.to/49UslzZ
https://amzn.to/3Gm1lvJ


Prep Tools/Materials – Have ready: seam ripper, straight pins, nylon thread, sewing
needle, scissors.

Remove Old Zipper – Working top-to-bottom, use seam ripper to detach existing
zipper from net fabric, leaving original net intact.

Pin New Zipper – Lay new zipper alongside old one’s position. Use straight pins to
tack in place through net holes.

Sew New Zipper – Stitch slowly along entire zipper length, securing it onto net. Test
repeatedly.
With some basic sewing skills and the right materials, swapping that worn out zipper for
a fresh heavy duty replacement is totally doable!

Handy Tips For Maximizing Zipper Life

Here are some useful tips for keeping your trampoline zipper and lock working smoothly
for as long as possible:

● Apply zipper lubricant and cleaner periodically
● Gently brush debris off zipper teeth routinely
● Open/close zipper slowly and carefully to reduce strain
● Check zipper condition regularly for early repair when issues arise

Must Read:
● How to Repair Trampoline?
● How to Fix Trampoline Net?

Rest Easy Knowing Your Zipper Is Good As New!

There you have it – my proven, easy-to-follow guide to fixing trampoline zipper problems
based on years of firsthand experience. With just a few basic tools and materials readily
available online or at your local hardware shop, you can get that net enclosure zipper
working perfectly again.
Whether lubricating a stuck slider, replacing a broken lock, or installing an entire new
zipper altogether, proper zipper function is crucial for safety. So inspect and fix zipper
issues promptly. Then breathe easy knowing your enclosure net is secured and your
jumpers can trampoline on worry-free! Bounce on!
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Does Fixing My Zipper Require Special Tools?

No specialty tools needed! Basic sewing notions like a seam ripper, thread/needle,
straight pins, scissors, etc. plus an everyday pencil or bar of soap may be all that’s
required.

Where’s The Best Place To Buy Trampoline Zipper Replacement Parts?

Amazon has a wide selection of heavy duty zippers, zipper locks, zipper sliders, and any
other zipper components at good prices. Local fabric/craft stores are another option
too.

Is Switching Out A Trampoline Zipper Something I Can DIY At Home?

Absolutely! Replacing a faulty zipper using my step-by-step guidance is totally doable as
an easy weekend project with basic sewing skills. No need to hire a handyman. DIY and
save!

How Can I Make My Zipper Last Longer Before Needing Repairs?

Prevention is key! Routinely check zipper condition, properly opening/closing the zipper,
keeping debris cleaned out, and occasionally lubricating the zipper will all help
maximize lifespan.

What If My Zipper Repair Efforts Don’t Seem To Work?

Sometimes zippers just reach the natural end of their functional lifespan no matter what
you try. When basic fixing attempts fail again and again, it’s probably time to fully
replace the entire zipper assembly. Annoying yes, but new zippers aren’t too pricey!
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